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BRAUN Universal Brushing  
Machine RUSTIKA® 300/600

Versatile, sturdy, and value for money.

With 300 or 600 mm working width and with 1 or 2 brushing 
stations, this model offers value for money and the suitable 
setup for almost any application. Especially sturdy construction 
of all RUSTIKA® models is the basis for high performance and 
excellent brushing results.

Rubberized, spring suspended infeed pressure rollers can be 
simply and quickly raised. This enables even distribution of 
spreaded oil or wax coatings that are not yet dry, without 
disturbing the wet surface by the pressure rollers. For this 
purpose, and available as an extra accessory, the turning direc-
tion of the first brushing roller can be changed into the infeed 
direction, so that automatic throughpass of the workpieces is 
provided even without the use of the pressure rollers.

Different kinds of brushing rollers are subject to different 
wear off. In order to make use of the advantages of two 

or more brushing heads, a fine and seperate setting of the 
brushing depth of the individual brushing rollers is additionally 
necessary. For this reason each brushing head can be individu-
ally adjusted in height above the table level, which is constant. 
Brushing heads can also be individually turned on and off.

Manifold special accessories enable a truly universal applica-
tion in the treatment of wooden surfaces (see reverse page). 

Individually driven brushing stations are available with motors 
up to 5.5 kW – that enables efficient processing even of 
demanding structuring tasks.

Other brushing machines for any requirement in the  
RUSTIKA® line:

BRAUN Portable Brushing Machine RUSTIKA® B 1800: powerful and 
versatile,
BRAUN Heavy-Duty Brushing and Polishing Machine  
RUSTIKA® 1200 LN: for the most demanding structuring tasks,
BRAUN Automated Brushing Machine RUSTIKA® 1300 LG: for  
industrial applications especially in production lines.

■

■

■

Professional advice

Take the opportunity and ask for 

detailed professional advice and live 

demonstrations at our premises – free 

of charge and without commitment.

Machines shown above include extra accessories.
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BRAUN Universal Brushing Machine RUSTIKA® 300/600 sets new standards in:

Brushing rollers:
Original BRAUN parts 
– supreme quality pays off

A very large choice of a variety 
of brushing rollers is available 
for various optical effects on the 
surface of almost all wood species 
by means of structuring, polishing, 
even distribution of spreaded oils or 
waxes, cleansing of stains, interim 
lacquer sanding and many other 
special tasks.

BRAUN customers  
profit from:

Perfect technical and processing 
match between BRAUN-RUSTIKA® 
brushing rollers and BRAUN- 
RUSTIKA® brushing machines,
professional advice on the right 
brushing roller for the brushing  
application required, including test 
runs with wood samples supplied  
by the customer,
long life of brushing rollers and thus 
favourable ratio of price to efficiency,
short delivery times.

■

■

■

■

Oscillation – a speciality of the  
BRAUN Brushing Machines RUSTIKA®

Available as an extra accessory for the stationary brushing machines of the BRAUN  
RUSTIKA® line, the oscillating movement of the brushing rollers markedly improves the 
brushing results and extends the life of the rollers.

The bristles of the brushing rollers normally cause grooves or scratches in the soft part of  
annual rings, especially in soft woods. This effect is desirable in strongly visible rustic surfaces 
and is intentionally created by combining rollers with metal bristles and rollers with plastic 
bristles.

Demand for fine structures is still higher, however – the soft part of annual rings is brushed 
out without leaving any grooves, and thus a natural surface appearance is achieved. The striking 
image of the precious nature of wood becomes apparent especially in modern surfaces, inde-
pendently from the colour given to them. In this area the especially designed oscillation as an 
extra accessory for the BRAUN Brushing Machines RUSTIKA® sets absolutely new standards 
in structuring. Vivid forms of structures of the highest quality are produced that are simultane-
ously free of grooves which would otherwise appear in the soft parts of the wood.

Depending on the style desired – structured rustically or fine – the oscillation can be turned 
on or off.

Another advantage that the oscillation with the BRAUN Brushing Machines RUSTIKA® can 
offer is the case of door frames, for example furniture doors. With the help of oscillation, 
completely assembled frames can be structured in one pass. By means of oscillation the cross 
grooves that would otherwise occure on the door’s cross rails are concealed.

This specially designed oscillation is available as an extra accessory for all stationary BRAUN 
Brushing Machines RUSTIKA®.

Brushing surfaces, eg.
structuring for rustic appearance,
modern 3-D-structures,
gently and finely brushed surfaces. 

 

■

■

■

Depending on the choice of brushing rollers and the settings on the machine, a 
large variety of surface structures can be achieved with the RUSTIKA® Brushing 
Machines – from structures with rustic appearance to smooth and very fine struc-
tures.

A wide choice of accessories such as seperately switchable oscillation, variable rpm 
regulation, left or right drive switch of the brushing rollers, wide selection of rollers 
with different linings, etc. are available.  This opens new possibilities for the surface 
treatment – polishing, interim lacquer sanding, etc.

Make use and profit from:
Decades of our specialized 
knowhow in surface structures,
innovative, advanced and proven 
technology,
the highest quality possible, 

■

■

■

exceptionally versatile choice of 
brushing rollers for any application, 
available at short notice,
favourable ratio of price and  
efficiency.

■

■

Tel +49 (0) 8171/93 24-0
Fax +49 (0) 8171/52356
E-Mail info@braun-maschinen.de
www.braun-maschinen.de

BRAUN GmbH
Sudetenstraße 92-94
82538 Geretsried
Germany 

The right for technical  modifications reserved. Machines shown above include extra accessories.

Stable and sturdy brushing heads with quick 
change of brushing rollers for a very versatile 
surface treatment and demanding structuring 
tasks.

and versatility, eg.
even distribution of spreaded oils or waxes,
polishing of oils and waxes,
brushing out of stains, chalk, etc.,
interim lacquer sanding of structured 
surfaces. 

■

■

■

■


